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(UNESCO Heritage Site)   By Caroline Scannell 
 

 

Nabataea emerged as a merchant-trader kingdom during the 1st 
Century BC-AD.  The Nabataeans were originally a nomadic tribe 
from northern Arabia who settled in Jordan.  By 300 BC the city of 
Petra was the center of the Nabataean kingdom, which remained 
essentially independent until AD 106 when Trajan incorporated it 
into the Roman province of Arabia. 
 
Tucked into desert canyons in southwestern Jordan, Petra was 
situated at a strategic crossroads of several caravan routes, which 
linked China, India and Southern Arabia with the Mediterranean 
world.  Carved stone facades cover red sandstone walls thus Petra’s 
sobriquet “The Red City”.   

Famous for it’s rock-cut tombs and temples, Petra combines architectural techniques from Egypt, Mesopotamia 
and the Hellenized West.   
 
The Nabataeans extended their territory northward during the reign on King Aretas III (c. 85-62BC).  Their 
expansion was halted by the Roman legions under Pompey in 64 BC, and subsequent creation of the Roman 
province of Syria. 
 

      
The Treasury,   Jordan #333 has a clearer  
Petra Jordan Scott #314     image, slightly different 
                                           colors than earlier issue. 

 
Petra continued to flourish and prosper as a 
client-kingdom of the Roman Empire.  At its 
height under King Aretas IV (c. 9 BC – AD 40), 
Petra was a cosmopolitan trading center, and an 
important stop on the caravan route link to the 
Mediterranean. 

 
Modern Discovery 
In 1812, studying the Middle East with the funding of an English explorers society, a Swiss adventurer, Johann 
Burckhardt, (who also found the Temples of Abu Simbel in Egypt in 1815) was slowly making his way from 
Damascus to Cairo by a little known and dangerous land route.  Fluent in Arabic and posing as a Muslim traveler, 
he heard tales from desert Bedouins of the extraordinary ruins of an ancient city hidden in the remote Sharra 
Mountains. No European had seen the fabled city, or lived to tell about it, and Burckhardt recognized that he would 
have to resort to deceit to gain entrance.  

(continued on page 3) 
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From the Editor 
 
I don’t believe it hasn’t run out of snow yet!  Another long 
weekend, another snow storm!  At least I can work of the 
journal and stay out of trouble (sort of), though have 
internet, will still manage to get into trouble! 
 
About a year ago Egypt issued a beautiful booklet of 
stamps – kind of.  Most of them did not have the work 
“postage” on them and judging by the face values, I could 
not figure who would ever use them and for what?  Well, 
thanks to Mr. Mike Murphy of the Egyptian Study Circle, 
the booklet has been checked out and researched.  Though 
this does not assuage the problem of values, at least we 
know the item is genuine.  Going rate for the booklet is 
$20-22.00 – U.S. funds!  I’ve even listed each individual 
stamp for you Egyptophiles out there.  I was surprised to 
learn how many there are! 
 
I also want to thank everyone who is sending my stuff for 
the frame we are putting together for Washington 2006.  I 
hope to see many of you at the show there.  It’s only a 
year away now!   
 
Also finishing this issue is Merhaba! By Ray Cartier.  We 
go all through Turkey and end up back in Istanbul at the 
Topkapi Museum.  There are many interesting sites to 
visit in Turkey.   
 
Other areas being worked on are Roman civilization 
throughout Europe.   
 
The membership questionnaire showed that many 
members have a special interest in Egypt.  I presently have 
enough articles to include something on Egypt in every 
issue this year. 
 
Also many have asked where they can get stamps.  I am 
uniquely positioned near New York City and attend all the 
stamp shows and bourses there.  I also travel to the 
National Topical Stamp Show each year and have been 
known to turn up at the APS show periodically.  Still, I 
buy a lot of stamps through dealers on the internet.   
 
Scotts Stamp Monthly was disappointing this month so 
I’ve put in a few pages about that Egyptian Booklet that 
was issued last year and nobody seems to know if it’s a 
legitimate issue or not.  Bad news is – it is!  And it costs 
the average Egyptian’s pay for 2 weeks!  Then again, 
remember the zeppelins?  And the Columbians, issued by 
the United States, and they cost about a week’s pay at the 
time! 
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Petra, Center of the Nabataean Kingdom 
(UNESCO Heritage Site)   By Caroline Scannell                                                   (continued from page 1) 
 

           
El Deir from aerial photo                Khasneh – the Treasury  Nabataen Tombs 

Jordan Scott #1640  Jordan Scott #1641  Jordan Scott #1642 
 
At the village of Elji (now called Wadi Musa), Burckhardt persuaded two Bedouin to escort him along the Valley 
of Moses and toward the shrine of Aaron. There is only one reasonably safe path leading to the shrine and, luckily 
for Burckhardt, it passed directly through the ruins of Petra. Winding his way along an extremely narrow gorge the 
explorer came unexpectedly upon the great rock temple of Khasneh. More than 30 meters high and carved entirely 
out of the face of the sheer cliff, the Khasneh has become the symbol of Petra and was immortalized in the 
Hollywood movie, Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade. The Bedouin leading Burckhardt to the tomb of Aaron 
became increasingly suspicious of his intentions with the result that he neither reached the tomb nor was able to 
view the major shrine of the Nabataeans, known as Al Deir (he did, however, perform his mock sacrifice at the foot 
of Jebel Haroun).  
 

 
El Deir, Petra Jordan Scott #1527 
 

Located in a remote gorge, northwest of the 
center of Petra, Al Deir is the largest and most 
visually stunning of all the structures in Petra. 
Carved entirely out of the red sandstone of a 
mountain wall, the temple is 50 meters wide 
by 45 meters tall and has an 8-meter tall 
entrance door. Inside the single empty 
chamber (12.5 by 10 meters), the walls are 
plain and unadorned except for a niche in the 
back wall with a block of stone representing 
the deity Dushara. The chief deities of the 
Nabataeans were Dushara , Al-Uzza and 
Allat.The name Dushara means ‘He of the 
Shara’, referring to the Sharra Mountains on 
the northern border of Petra. 

UNESCO World Heritage List 
In 1991, UNESCO Director-General Federico Mayor responded favorably to a request emanating from the highest 
level in Jordan for help with regard to the site of Petra, inscribed on the World Heritage List in 1985.   
 
It was evident that Petra, the ancient capital of the Nabataeans, was facing inevitable further deterioration if an 
overall safe- guarding plan was not rapidly set in motion.  Salt blown in from the Dead Sea is encrusting the 
relatively delicate sandstone and slowly weakening the buildings. 
 
Earliest parts of the area date to around 10,000 BC, and the Neolithic village from the 7,000 BC.  Petra reached the 
height of it’s civilization during the 6th-4th centuries BC, the Nabataeans, a nomadic tribe from northwestern Arabia, 
entered the area and gradually took over the lands controlled by the Edomites. 
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Petra, Center of the Nabataean Kingdom 
(UNESCO Heritage Site)   By Caroline Scannell                                                       (continued from page 3) 
 
Under Roman control the Nabataeans continued to adhere to the practices of their own religion. With Emperor 
Constantine’s proclamation of Christianity as the religion of the Roman Empire in 324 AD, Petra and the lands of 
the Nabataeans came under the sway of the Byzantine Empire for the next three hundred years. An inscription in 
the so-called Urn Tomb indicates that the interior was converted to a Christian church in the fifth century, when 
there was a Bishopric of Petra.  
 

 
King Hussein Jordan 
Issued 1995 
 

In 1993, Jordan set aside more than 100 square miles of rugged canyon country as 
a national park. This park not only contains the ancient city of Petra with its 
priceless monuments, but also all through the park are steep walled canyons with 
old caravan roads that once moved exotic eastern goods to the Egyptian, Greek and 
Roman Empires. 
 
A two-hundred-page report was sent to UNESCO in April 1993. A first working 
copy had already been sent to the Jordanian authorities in March 1993.  Like all 
visitors, the experts saw Petra as an archaeologically fascinating city, unique both 
in its geographical situation and in the quality of its natural environment. 

 
Petra Today! 
When Petra was a thriving city, its intricate water 
management system helped buffer it from erosion.  
Beginning in the 1990s, a team of archeologists 
from Brown University, led by Martha Sharp 
Joukowsky, uncovered a civic complex with a 
garden and central pool at the heart of Petra. The 
complex anchors the end of the town’s main street, 
which roughly bisects the valley between Petra’s 
monument-carved cliffs. The street itself follows 
an old ephemeral stream floodplain, or wadi. 
 
The Nabataeans prevented floods from destroying 
the city through a damming system that diverted 
water from the wadi. They also lined the Siq — a 
gorge or narrow chasm that leads from the outside 
desert to the entrance of the old city and one of 
Petra’s largest monuments, known as the Treasury 
— with water channels. This system of channels 
and dams controlled water flow and erosion, and 
provided irrigation water to the settlement. 
 
Petra sits on the western edge of the Arabian plate, 
southeast of the Dead Sea; the sandstone outcrops 
extend north on the eastern side of the transform 
fault segment of the Dead Sea rift zone (the fault 
zone becomes a spreading rift farther south). An 
earthquake timeline lists around 20 major seismic 
events in the region. 
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Fallen stone columns that lined Petra’s main street 
tell the story of the earthquake and aftershocks that 
overwhelmed the city in AD 363, also described in 
papyrus documents written to a Byzantine bishop. 
Approximately 800 carved cliff monuments 
survived, but the living city of Petra died — trade 
routes had shifted sometime in the previous 
century, sea travel became safer, and historians 
conjecture that the community lacked the wealth 
to rebuild its central town structures after the 
temblors. 
 
When Petra became a World Heritage Site in 
1985, the Bedouin tribes who had settled in the 
area were forced to leave the caves they had made 
home (living in the monuments’ large rooms lined 
with rock-carved benches that the Nabataeans had 
used as ritual banquet halls). Bedouin people now 
run tours of the site, bringing an influx of money 
to their community, according to researchers who 
work there. 
 
The once relatively unknown city attracted 500,000 
people in 2000, says Doug Comer, an archaeologist 
who runs a company called Cultural Site Research and 
Management, in Baltimore, Md., which currently 
advises the organizations that manage Petra. “That’s a 
lot of people in a site that 20 years before was getting 
maybe 30,000.” 
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Petra Today!                   (Cont’d from pg 4) 
After September 11, 2001, “everything stopped,” 
Comer says. “Tourism still hasn’t recovered in 
Petra.” This breather may be an opportunity for 
establishing better management of the region, 
toward which Jordan’s government and other 
organizations are working. 
 
In 1996, Comer led an analysis of how to manage 
and control all impacts to the site, completing a 
report for the International Council on Monuments 
and Sites, which is the cultural arm of UNESCO  

that advises the World Heritage Center. In 2000, 
he and a group of advisors from the U.S. National 
Park Service, along with Jordanian stakeholders, 
laid out the organizational structure necessary to 
run Petra as a national park, “down to how many 
square meters of office space they needed,” he 
says. In collaboration with the Jordanian Ministry 
of Tourism and Antiquities, tourism groups, the 
Bedouins and nongovernmental organizations, 
Comer and his team have moved forward to 
implement their management plan. 
 

 
 
 

President’s Message
I have been surprised by the modern design of 
most of the Olympic stamps that I have seen 
issued so far that have been issued during 2004 
and are just coming to the notice of the philatelic 
press this year.  The US and Canadian stamps use 
stylized athletes, as if taken from Greek pottery.  
The only others I have come across may be Latvia 
and Cyprus, but I have not seen pictures of the 
whole set yet. 
  
Egypt has recently issued what appears to be three 
booklet panes of nine designs and one of 
three designs.  The description is of photos of 
geographic attractions, as well as some pyramids, 
some King Tut items, and the Rosetta Stone.  The 
Scott numbers are 1877 thru 1880.  (Eds. Note:  See 
New Digs for full story.) 
  
Please keep in mind that if we are to have a 
meeting at Washington, 2006, we need to hear 
from you.  The other organizations are booking up 
the meeting rooms, and we need to put in a 
reservation of our own.  Should we book a 
meeting room for the first weekend, Memorial 
Day weekend, May 27th 28th and 29th, or the 
second weekend, June 3rd, which is the last day of 
the show. 
 
Member News 
Thanks to Hugh Johnston for the $25.00 
donation to help defray the expenses of our 
journal.  It is contributions like this one that help 
keep the dues at the $10.00 ($18.00 Foreign)  
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level with color illustrations.  Thanks Hugh! 
Also member (and webmaster) Fran Adams 
continues to do well with his one frame exhibit 
“Dark Caves, Bright Visions”, which seems to be 
doing a lot more traveling than he does. 
 
Honorary member, Pharoa Athena had her “Save 
the Monuments of Nubia” up at the MEGA Show 
in NYC in March, where she dropped a few points 
down to a Silver.  She had previously garnered a 
Vermeil. 
 
For those of you who do not notice the addresses 
of the officers on the second page of the journal, 
Eileen Meier’s new address is:  220 S. Pantops 
Drive, Charlottesville, VA 22911.  She’d love to 
hear from you.   
 
Washington 2006 
I would also like to thank every one who has sent 
“donations” for the Washington 2006 frame.  I 
expect to have the material ready to send to the 
person mounting the frame before summer.  Also 
please let the officers know if you are planning to 
attend the show the long Memorial Day weekend 
or the last days of the show, Friday June 2nd and 
Saturday June 3rd, so we can get the most 
convenient meeting time for our members.  Since 
we are affiliated with both APS and ATA, we may 
be able to leave messages at both of those tables if 
the people who handle the Study Units are able to 
‘man’ them throughout the show. 
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MERHABA!  (Hello in Turkish) 
Ray Cartier / edited by Caroline Scannell                                      (Continued from January issue) 

 
Bursa 

       
Green Mausoleum, Bursa 

 
The Green 
Ottoman  
Complex Mosque  
(Ulu Camii)  
Scott #1068   
3/15/1952 
 

 
 
At the foot of Mt. Uludag (also called Mt. 
Olympus) is Bursa, the first capital of the 
Ottoman empire. The city, famed for its 
tiled architecture, has several nice 
attractions, including gardens, the Ulu 
Cami (Great Mosque), archaeologic and 
ethnographic museums, the Green Mosque 
(Yesil Cami) and its adjoining tomb (Yesil 
Turbe--wonderful tilework).  
 

  Scott #1699  5/15/1966 
 

Konya 
Konya is one of the world's oldest cities (dating from 7000 BC), is the spiritual center of Turkey--this is where the 
Whirling Dervishes sect began (a weeklong Dervish festival, which includes dancing, is held in December). The 
Mevlana Museum shown on Scott #1262 is located next to a 16th Century mosque.  The museum used to be 
Mevlana’s lodge.  He was the founder of the Whirling Dervishes, a sect which was outlawed by the Muslims. 
 

                    
              Ince Minare Mosque      Mevlana Museum                       Aspendos Theater, Konya                Karatay Gate   
              Scott #1261 12/17/57     Scott #1262 12/17/57                 Scott #1439   5/1/1959                      Scott #1061 3/15/52 
 

This city features numerous attractions: the tiled Theological School of Karatay, the Ince Minaret, Aladdin Mosque, 
Mausoleum of Mevlana (founder of the Dervishes) and a museum displaying beautiful ancient rugs and copies of 
the Koran.  
 

  
Europa Stamp from 1982 Showing  
overview of Caravanserai on  
left and silk road on right. 
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Aksaray – Sultanhani Caravanserai (1229) (a caravanserai is a 
place where caravans stopped) 
Situated on Konya – Aksaray highway, Sultanhani is the largest 
and best caravanserai of the selhuks.  It was build by Alaattin 
Keykubat Lin 1229.  After a fire it was restored and extended in 
1278 by the governor Siracettin El Hasan during the reign of 
Giyasettin Keyhusrev.  After this extension it became the largest 
caravanserai of Turkey. 
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MERHABA!   
Ray Cartier / edited by Caroline Scannell   (Continued from page 6) 
 

Ankara 
Ankara is about as European as Turkey gets. There are touches of the mystical east if you know where to look but 
the vast majority of the city is 20th century through and through.  Capital city status and the presence of language 
schools and universities has brought a sizeable ex pat community to Ankara which  adds to the western feel of the 
place. All the wings of the military are based here and Saturday afternoon finds Genclik Park (fountains, funfair, 
boat rides) full of strolling conscripts in their various uniforms. 
 
There are two major museums, the Ethnographic Museum, considered one of the best, and the Ankara Museum of 
Anatolian Civilizations. 

                              
           Ethnographic Museum              Statue of Hittite King              Statue of Boy from                Hitite Sun Course 
           Scott  #1570   1963               8th Century BC               2000 BC               Scott #1248,  7/6/1967 
                                              Sct #1972; May 1974              Scott #1973; May 1974 
 
Ankara Museum of Anatolian Civilizations:  This museum starts with artifacts dating from the Upper Paleolithic 
Era through the ages.  It includes bronze age metal work along with paintings, pottery, intricately carved walls dug 
out of hillsides, marble statues and other items from the Assyrian trade colonies, the Hittite Empire, the Phrygian 
period, the Urartu period, and on.  At Ottoman shopping area from the 15th Century has been re-assembled inside. 
 

                   
Julian’s Column,    Augustus’s Gate & Mineret 
Scott #1568  1963       Scott #1625  6/11/1964 
 

Julain’s Column was erected in 362 to commemorate the visit of the 
then Emperor Julian.   
East of Julian's Column and next to Haci Bayram Mosque are the 
ruins of a temple standing on a site that has, in it's time, been 
dedicated to an impressive list of deities. Initially a temple to 
Cybele, an incarnation of the Mother Goddess associated with 
Anatolia, it was later dedicated to Emperor Augustus. Byzantium 
claimed it for the Eastern church until Muslims built a Mosque on 
the site. Not the best Roman site but an interesting location. 

Ankara 
Mausoleum of  Ataturk, the Father of Modern Turkey.  
 

 
Ataturk’s Mausoleum 
Scott #1574  1953   
 
 

 
In 1923 he saw how the western world was growing and prospering as Middle 
Eastern countries fell behind.  He changed his country into a secular Republic, 
and changed the written characters from Arabian to European.  He set the stage 
for Turkey to join NATO and hopefully, from the Turkish point of view, to join 
the European Union. 
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MERHABA!   
Ray Cartier / edited by Caroline Scannell                                      
(Continued from page 7) 
 

               

 
 
 
 
 
Turkey has honored her founding 
father on many stamps.  Here are just 
a few of many issued.  Scott #1959 
was issued October 29th 1973, Scott 
#1066 was issued March 15th 1952. 

Scott #1959                   Scott #1066   
 
Perge / Bergama  also known as Pergamus    
Bergama / Pergamum (near Ismir) 
 

                    
               Ruins at Bergama     Ruins at Bergama 5/24/57               Dancers at Bergama                        Zeus Temple Silifke    
               Scott #1059              Scott #1244                                      Scott #1245                                         Scott #1622 
               3/15/52                     5/24/1957                                         5/24/1957                        6/11/1964 
 
Bergama is the site of the ancient city of Pergamum.  Bergama merits a visit because of its glorious past as an 
ancient capital and cultural center. Among its ruins are an acropolis featuring an Altar of Zeus, palaces, 
gymnasiums, temples, the world's steepest amphitheater, an Aesculapium (ancient medical center) and a now-
empty library (it once held 200,000 volumes). Note the familiar symbol of medicine on the base of the Serpent 
Altar; Pergamum was the home of early medical theoretician Galen, whose teachings held sway for 1,500 years. 
Unfortunately, the most spectacular treasures from Pergamum can't be seen there--they're at the Pergamon Museum 
in Berlin, Germany.            

                
               Roman Temple column            Manisa Asylum                    Merkes Muslihiddin (1460-1552) 
              Scott #2239 11/3/82              Scott #B75  4/17/60              Scott B78   4/17/60 
 
 

The area had been an open air hospital, known as the Ascleption or the medical center of Pergamum, was founded 
by Galinus, one of the greatest physicians of ancient times.  In 1525 he became a Sheykh of the religious Order of 
Halveti in Manisa, a town founded about 90BC by King Mithridates as Magnesia.  Manisa became a Mecca for 
health seekers during its Spring Festival.  The stamp commemorates the Spring Festival of Manisa. 
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MERHABA!   
Ray Cartier / edited by Caroline Scannell                                                                 (Continued from page 8) 
 

Cappadocia 
During the early times of the spread of Christianity, 
the people who needed to hide themselves from the 
Arab raids, carved out these tough rocks thus 
constructing churches and built underground cities to 
defend themselves against the raids.  The most 
intensive settlement was in the vicinity of the 
township of Göreme. It is possible to see many 
churches together today in the locality made into an 
open air museum. 
This ancient Christian kingdom, in central Turkey, 
sits within an eerie, surrealistic landscape of rock 
pinnacles, ravines and rock-carved dwellings. Caves 

in the region were used as shelters and still contain 
marvelous frescoes. 

     
Rocks Urgup     Urgup 
Scott #1071  3/15/1952      Scott #1063 3/15/1952 
 

 

The “Girl’s Monastery” in Goreme 
A large rock massif is at the entrance to the Goreme Open Air Museum.  The churches, refrectories and 
tunnels in the four floors of the rock show that is was a monastery.  Inside are the remnants of 4 churches.  

Archaeological finds from the area include: 
 

       
Goreme                                  Goreme /  UNESCO 
Scott #B73     1957                Scott #2272  2/15/84 
 

         
Ceramic Plate   Decorated Pitcher  
Scott #2025   5/3/1976       Scott #2026   5/3/1976 
 

 Hierapolis / Pamukkale 
 

 
View of Hierapolis 
Scott #2051   5/2/77 
Page 9    

 
This area was founded by a pergamene King in 190 BC and later enlarged 
and embellished by the Romans  because of the hot springs in the area.  
One area of the pools has been set aside for people to wade in or lay in the 
waters. Other areas are now closed off because body oils, sunscreen lotion 
and other human by-products caused contamination and was turning the 
limestone gray. 
 
Water streaming down walls of white stalactites into hot mineral pools 
has made this a popular spa since before Roman times. When you've 
finished wading through the series of naturally pure-white travertine 
pools, see the well-preserved necropolis in the nearby ruins of Hierapolis.  
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MERHABA!   
Ray Cartier / edited by Caroline Scannell                                   (Continued from page 9) 
  
 

        
Ruins at Pamukkale 
Stamp #1424- and #1425  issued 5/18/58  

Ruins of the Roman thermal 
resort of Hierapolis.  This is 
Pamukkale.  The name means 
“Cotton Castle” and refers to 
the spectacular white lime 
cascades formed by its hot 
springs.   

 
Troy  (Also known as Truva or Troia) 
Although celebrated in the Iliad and Odyssey of 
Homer and the Aeneid of Virgil, Troy exists today 
(3,200 years later) only as ruins. Believed to be 
fictional until Heinrich Schliemann's excavation 
(1870-90). The Trojan Horse, the Trojan War and 
Helen of Troy were but a small part of the city's 
history--so far, nine settlements have been 
uncovered, dating from the Stone Age to the Roman 
Empire.  
 

       
Trojan vase                Trojan Horse 
Scott #1223 12/31/56   Scott #1224  12/31/56 

The Topaki Palace and Museum, Istanbul 
Topkapi Palace, home of the Sultans of the Ottoman Empire, sits on a hill overlooking the city and the 
Bosporus. 
 

 
Topkapi Palace Museum  
Scott #1072, March 15, 1952 

Once an ornate palace, the museum houses many archaeo-logical 
artifacts.  Several have been depicted on stamps.  The Topkapi 
Palace survived from the glory days of the great Ottoman Empire 
and was the second palace in Istanbul after the conquest.  The 
construction of the Topkapi Palace, including the walls, was 
completed between 1465 and 1478. 

 

               
Kaftan (16C)                Ewer                            Swords                         Lock & Key 
Scott # B201                 Scott #B202                Scott #B203            Scott #B204 

 
Scott B201-B204 (above) issued May 30, 1984 and also B218-B221 (below) issued May 30, 1987 are semi-postal 
stamps.  They collected a surtax that was used for upkeep on the museum. 
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MERHABA!   
Ray Cartier / edited by Caroline Scannell                                      (Continued from page 10) 
 
 

                
             Crystal & Gold Ewer    Emerald & Gold Pendant             Crystal & Gold Pen Box               Sherbert Jug 
             Scott #B218                   Scott #B219                                 Scott #B221                                  Scott #B220 
 
Samples of the priceless tiles found in this museum which served as the residence of the Ottoman dynasty for 350 
years.  Each succeeding sultan would make his own additions and modifications to the structure, constantly 
transforming the appearance. 
 
And here ends our trip to Turkey, after returning to Istanbul, where we began in the January issue.  I hope you have 
enjoyed the trip as much as Karen and I did.  Of course, we were there September 11th 2001!   
 
Ray Cartier is the Executive Director of the American Topical Association.  He and his wife, Karen, love to travel.  
For information on membership in the American Topical Association you can contact him at P O Box 76, 
Arlington, TX 76004-0057 or at americantopical@msn.com.  
 
 
Turkey on World Heritage List 
Turkey signed the World Heritage Convention in 1983 and through the work carried out under the responsibility of 
the General Directorate for the Preservation of Cultural and Natural Heritage has so far registered 9 locations on the 
World heritage List. Among these Istanbul, Safranbolu, Boğazköy-Hattushash, Mt. Nemrut Remains, Xanthos-
Lethoon, Divriği Great Mosque and Hospital and Troy are registered as cultural, while Pamukkale and Göreme-
Cappadocia are registered both as cultural and natural heritage.  

 

 
New Digs 
 
World Heritage – Egypt 
The United Nations will be issuing a series of stamps for Egypt in August 2005.  For those of you who may be 
interested in securing this issue and do not ordinarily collect UN stamps, the issue is expected August 5th and some 
time in between then and September 10th or so your editor is planning a trip to the UN to obtain this issue.  Though 
I do not now have all the information about the issue, I expect to have it by end of July and to be able to figure costs 
of the issue plus postage for those who would like to order through me.  From the UNPA site I have obtained the 
following information: 
New York issue 37¢, 80¢ , Geneva issue F.s. 1,00, F.s. 1,30, Vienna issue € 0,55, € 0,75 (each 6 designs – sheets of 
20 stamps)  Three prestige booklets (NYC 23¢ x 12, 37¢ x 12, Swiss F.s. 0,20 x 12, F.s. 0,50 x 12, Austria € 0,25 x 
12, € 0,30 x 12). 
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New Digs 
Egypt’s New Booklet 
By Mike Murphy, Egyptian Study Circle Committee Member, reprinted with permission 
 

 
cover of booklet 

Egypt’s last officially produced stamp booklet was 
put on sale in 1954, containing 4 panes of 6 of the 
10m sepia Defense soldier stamp (SG SB19, Scott 
#1877-1880).  Now, after a wait of half a century, 
there is another – perhaps.  Amid some controversy, I 
hope that this article might clarify its status. 
 
Early 2004 Gibbons Stamp Monthly published a 
news item and details in its New Issues section of a 
new and spectacular pictorial booklet that had just 
been issued, presumably having been sent for 
publication by the Philatelic Bureau of the National 
Postal Organization in Cairo. 

 

 
first page of the booklet 
 

 
Egypt’s Religions

When Robin Bertram (ESC chairman) and I visited Egypt in April we sought out the new booklet and found it 
freely on sale in post offices and via the Philatelic Sales Office in the main Post Office in Ataba Square.  But from 
postal clerks and from the Philatelic Bureau we were assured that at LE80 (thought the face value of the stamps is 
LE51.95), this was a “souvenir issue” intended for tourists, and that the stamps had no postal validity.  Nevertheless 
we bought some copies of the booklet. 
 
The booklet is a beautiful thing, quickly described: titled “Discover the Treasures of Egypt in Stamps”, it is 
150x110mm, cloth bound at left, colorfully printed throughout with thin card covers, the front of which is 
embossed 22 carat gold impression of the famous mast of Tutankhamun, with a face value of LE10.  Like all other 
stamps in the booklet, this is inscribed “Egypt” in English and Arabic.  The word “postage” does not appear, though 
the front cover of the booklet carries the wording “Contains 30 postage stamps”.  Every stamp bears the imprint 
“Cartor”. 
 
As well as the LE10 value, the first pane of stamps, headed “Symbols of a Civilization”, includes 2 LE5 values 
showing the Sphinx and Nefertiti’s head from the Berlin Museum.  Both are lightly embossed. 
 
The second sheetlet carries 3 rows of 3 horizontal format embossed stamps on a sand colored hieroglyphic design 
ground, all valued at LE2 and showing various pharaonic designs; the third sheetlet again has 3x3 stamps, not  
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New Digs 
Egypt’s New Booklet     (cont’d from page 12) 
 
embossed, valued at 125pt (overseas airmail rate), and bearing designs of Egypt’s religions, Islam and Coptic 
Christian; and the fourth, again not embossed, has 3x3 stamps with designs of modern day Egypt, valued at 30pt 
(local postage rate).  None of the stamps is watermarked, and the perforation appears to be 13½ throughout.  The 
sheets are interleaved with colorful photographs and explanations of Egypt’s historical and tourist attractions. 

 

 
The covers of the booklet carry a good deal of 
printing and design information.  It would seem that  
the issue was indeed a production of the National 
Postal Organization in conjunction with Culnat 
(www.culnat.org), the Egyptian Center for 
Documentation and Cultural Heritage based at the 
new Biblioteca Alexandrina, and sponsored by the 
Commercial International Bank.  The concept and 
layout are credited to Armen Boyoyan and the 
Acacio Santos Studio (of Lisbon); with printing by 
Cartor Secutiry Printing (a French company well 
known in the stamp printing world). 
 

Apart from a rumor that, after printing in France, 20,000 of the booklets were reserved for sale there and 20,000 
dispatched to Egypt, Robin and I were able to learn little more in Cairo.  Since our return, however, the 
indefatigable Leon Balian has been researching on our behalf and on his own account to decide whether he should 
list the stamps in the forthcoming update of his catalogue Stamps of Egypt. 
 
He reports the following:  1, the booklets can be bought (in any number) from the Philatelic Sales counter in the 
main post office;  2, the Philatelic Bureau did not have any at first, but later received a stock which however they 
did not send to subscribers because of the high face value;  3, there is now a First Day cancel available (the issue 
date is given as January 22) and FDCs are awaited;  4, the stamps may be used on mail (“if one is crazy enough to 
do so” – a comment by the Post Office staff about deliberate over franking).   
 
In light of all the foregoing, and of the fact that one lucky (ESC) member has received a letter from his sister in 
Egypt franked with a block of 4 of the modern Egypt 30p booklet pane, Leon considers the stamps a new definitive 
issue and will be listing them as such in his new publication. 
 
But the clincher is yet to come… while researching for this article, I happened upon a Swiss-based website I had 
not seen before, jointly conceived by the UPU and the World Association for the Development of Philately 
(WADP) to develop the WADP Numbering System (WNS), that is, to create a database of all stamps issued by 
member authorities since the organization’s launch on January 1, 2002. 
 
“The goal is,” it says, “for the WNS to become the central point of reference against which stamp issues can be 
verified, supporting the legal philatelic market by endorsing those stamps that are genuine.”  And crucially, “only 
those postage stamps that … have undergone the process of verification of authenticity and registration (by the 
UPU) will be attributed a WNS number and added to the WNS website.” 
 
So, is Egypt’s booklet issue there on the website, authenticated as comprising genuine stamps officially issued?  
Yes, it is. If you go to http://www.wnsstamps.ch/en/ you will find there 13 pages of recent Egyptian stamps, starting 
with the Post Day issues of January 2003 (WNS #EG001.03 to EG003.03) and including for January 22, 2004 the 
full set of 30 stamps included in the booklet, numbered EG028.04 thru EG058.04.  
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New Digs 
Egypt’s New Booklet  (cont’d from page 13) 
 
The database illustrates each stamp with astonishing clarity and gives details of each one, revealing that the 
perforation is in face 13.4 and that – the only jarring note – the booklet was said to be printed by The Printing 
House of the National Postal Organization – AR of Egypt.  The website is remarkably up to date.   
 
Given UPU authentication, I don’t think there can any longer be any doubt about the fact that this is an official 
issue, and so the booklet should be listed with its illustrious predecessors. 
 

                                        
Nefertiti             Tutankhamun        Sphinx               Ankh, Key of Life     Rosetta Stone           Stela of Amenmhat    Uadjet, Horus Eye 
  

                            
Sarcophagus of           Sphinx                         Canopic jars of             Cartouche of                St. Catherine’s     Egyptian Scribe       Icon of St Paul & 
Ahmes-Meritamun                                          Tutankhamun               Tutankhamun    Monastery, Sinai    St. Anthony 

 

                          
Mosque of Muham-    Lamp at Old Cairo       Emblem of Sultan        Minaret in Cairo        Mosque in Al-Azhar   Coptic Cairo              Ben Ezra Synagogue 
mad Ali, Citadel    Qaytbay 
 

                          
Sinai                         Pyramids view at Dusk    Egyptian Bedouin    Red Sea Corals          Suez Canal – F de          Ramadan Lanterns     Nile Felucca 
                       Lesseps & Kedhive Ismail 

      
The White Western      Meidum Pyramid 
Desert 
 

 
Mike Murphy is a committee member of the Egyptian Study Circle, 
London.  He can be contacted at maalish@hotmail.com.  He is also on the 
editorial staff of Egyptian Archaeology, the journal of the Egypt 
Exploration Society.  The use of his article detailing his research into this 
issue is appreciated. 

 
Many of our members have asked us where they can obtain new issues.   
EGYPT EGYPTIAN TREASURES (BKLT) from Mr. Brian Diaz of Bombay Philatelic, P O Box 480009, 
Delray Beach, FL 33449.  I obtain many of the illustrations for new issues from this site.  Their fax # is 561-499-
7553 and phone 561-499-7990. 
It is also carried by member/dealer Keimar Stamps who give OWASU members a discount for each order. Their 
email address is keimarstamps@socal.rr.com or snail mail address P O Box  2677, Garden Grove, CA 92842 
Call Toll Free 1-866-keimar1.  Remember to mention OWASU to get your 10% discount! 
 
For anyone who has internet access and collects Egyptian (or any other country) stamps, it is very easy to use the 
UPU system to check if any new issues have come out.  Then either of the above 2 dealers or a new issue dealer at 
your local stamp show can assist you in obtaining the stamps. 
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Syllöda Pin 
Scott 208 

9/2/02 

Persby Buckle 
Scott207 
9/2/02 

Archaeology Today/New Digs 
The item below was received from Lillian Monson of Textilerama.  If you have an interest in textiles and textile items, they can  
be reached at textilerama@mindspring.com or you can write to her at 1062 Bramblewood Drive, Castle Roak, CO 80108-3643.  
The item was received by her from Aland Post. 
 
“Exquisite finds from the Iron Age” 
Posten, Filateliservicen, Åland 

Åland is a Swedish-speaking island province of Finland.  The Åland islands are roughly halfway between Finland 
and Sweden, in the Gulf of Bothnia, a northern extension of the Baltic Sea.  Although these pieces are jewelry, they 
have a very definite textile relationship.  In the days before buttons, pins and buckles very essential for holding 
clothing in place.  The author does not speculate on when the items came to Åland.  The possible dates of 
manufacture suggest they came in the Viking era, either by trade or by looting.  The following is from the 
Ålandsposten Filateli magazine, Issue 2, 2002. 

The Iron Age (approximately 500 BC – 1050 AD) has left some quite exciting finds in Åland.  Two of the finer 
find, the “Persby buckle” and the “Syllöda pin”, will be depicted on a stamp each in September (2002). 

Both finds are jewelry items and for display at the Åland museum.  It is difficult to decide with certainty if a man or 
a woman has worn the two pieces of jewelry, but most likely is that the finds originate from female graves. 

Exquisite ornamental pin  
The magnificent Syllöda pin is made from bronze and was found in 1956.  A farmer in the village Syllöda, 
Saltvik, found it when he was digging a flowerbed next to his house-porch.  The pin was not merely 
decorative, but also for fastening the cloak.  Its ornamental head has been gilded with a think layer of gold 
and decorated with silver plates.  The pin most likely originates from the British Isles 
or Ireland.  The pin is presumably made in the 8th or 9th century. 

Silver buckle with garnets 
The small “Persby buckle” was found in a grave-field in the village of Persby, Sund, 
which was thoroughly excavated in 1962.  The item was found together with almost 2 
kilos of burnt bones, some small ornamental bronze pieces and parts of a larger set of 
beads.  The stylish buckle is only a few centimeters long and made in silver with 
garnet and gold ornamentation.  It was probably used for decorating clothes and has 

been dated back to the beginning of the 8th century.  The “Persby buckle” originally came from the 
continent or England. 

 

 
Gutter Pairs found on Ebay earlier this year (2005) 
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Archaeology Today 
Successful restorations  UNESCO from website 
Angkor, Cambodia One of the most important archaeo-
logical sites in South-East Asia, Angkor Archaeological 
Park contains the magnificent remains of the different 
capitals of the Khmer Empire, from the 9th to the 15th 
century. In 1993, UNESCO embarked upon an ambitious 
plan to safeguard and develop the historical site carried 
out by the Division of Cultural Heritage in close cooper-
ation with the World Heritage Centre. Illicit excavation, 
pillaging of archaeological sites and landmines were the 
main problems. The World Heritage Committee, having 
noted that these threats to the site no longer existed and 
that the numerous conservation and restoration activities 
coordinated by UNESCO were successful, removed the 
site from the List of World Heritage in Danger in 2004. 
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Archaeology Today 
The missing link with Neanderthals was a fraud 
It appeared to be one of archaeology's most sensational finds. The skull fragment discovered in a peat bog near Hamburg 
(Germany) was more than 36,000 years old - and was the vital missing link between modern humans and Neanderthals. This,  
at least, is what Professor Reiner Protsch von Zieten - a distinguished anthropologist - told his scientific colleagues, to global 
acclaim, after being invited to date the extremely rare skull. However, the professor's 30-year-old academic career has now 
ended in disgrace after the revelation that he systematically falsified the dates on this and numerous other "stone age" relics. 
       His university in Frankfurt announced the professor had been forced to retire because of numerous ‘falsehoods and 
manipulations’. "Anthropology is going to have to completely revise its picture of modern man between 40,000 and 10,000 
years ago," said Thomas Terberger, the archaeologist who discovered the hoax. "Prof Protsch's work appeared to prove that 
anatomically modern humans and Neanderthals had co-existed, and perhaps even had children together. This now appears to be 
rubbish." 
       The scandal only came to light when Prof Protsch was caught trying to sell his department's entire chimpanzee skull 
collection to the United States. An inquiry later established that he had also passed off fake fossils as real ones and had 
plagiarized other scientists' work. His discovery appeared to show that Neanderthals had spread much further north than was 
previously known. But his university inquiry was told that a crucial Hamburg skull fragment, which was believed to have come 
from the world's oldest German, a Neanderthal known as Hahnhöfersand Man, was actually a mere 7,500 years old, according 
to Oxford University's radiocarbon dating unit. The unit established that other skulls had been wrongly dated too. Another of 
the professor's sensational finds, "Binshof-Speyer" woman, lived in 1,300 BCE and not 21,300 years ago, as he had claimed, 
while "Paderborn-Sande man" (dated at 27,400 BCE) only died a couple of hundred years ago, in 1750. 
       "It's deeply embarrassing. Of course the university feels very bad about this," Professor Ulrich Brandt, who led the 
investigation into Prof Protsch's activities, said yesterday. "Prof Protsch refused to meet us. But we had 10 sittings with 12 
witnesses. German police also investigated the professor for fraud, following allegations that he had tried to sell the university's 
278 chimpanzee skulls for $70,000 to a US dealer. The university admitted that it should have discovered the professor's 
fabrications far earlier. But it pointed out that, like all public servants in Germany, the high-profile anthropologist was virtually 
impossible to sack, and had also proved difficult to pin down. 
Source: The Guardian (19 February 2005) 
 

Web Awards 
Our website now provides a link to Ebay’s archeology issues.  So if like me you have been getting “there are no 
matches to your search”, the web site has an easy way to get there.  It really works! 
 
Literate Internet Site Award 01/03/05 
Congratulations! 
After reviewing the site, we agree that the Old World Archaeological Study Unit 
website is truly a literate place to visit on the web. The content is well composed, a 
pleasure to peruse and presents information in a logical and grammatically correct way. 
Please accept our L.I.S.A. icon as our high regard for your quality work. - AS rating 2.5 
- Lisa 
 

Lexi's Animation Attic Award  
02/18/05 
Hello: 
 
Your site has been reviewed and I am happy to inform you that you 
won the Bronze Award with a score of 72 (out of a 100). I can tell  
you have really put allot of time and hard work into your site.   
Love the freebies. - AS rating 2.5 
- Di 
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